Got the Skills?

Get the Recognition for course 17457
Transport and Distribution (Marine Engine Driving)
(Certificate IV)

You don’t need to study what you already know! The skills, knowledge and experience you have gained from your previous learning, work experience and life in general may be taken into account. This is called recognition.

To apply for credit in one or more units you must clearly show that you have the equivalent and relevant skills, knowledge and experience of the unit or group of units.

Complete the relevant unit forms below, include your evidence and attach the Enrolment Adjustment Recognition form. Place this on top of your completed application as a cover sheet.

Keep a copy of all completed forms for your records.

Recognition for Unit of Competency forms

TDMME1107A - Contribute to effective communications and teamwork on a coastal vessel
TDMMF1007B - Provide elementary first aid
TDMMF1107B - Survive at sea in the event of vessel abandonment
TDMMF2707B - Prevent, control and fight fires on board a small vessel
TDMMF5407A - Observe safety and emergency procedures on a coastal vessel
TDMMF5507A - Fight and extinguish fires on board a coastal vessel
TDMMR1907B - Safely handle and stow explosive and flammable materials
TDMMR5407B - Carry out refuelling and fuel transfer operations
TDMMR6107B - Use and care for hand and power tools on a small vessel
TDMMU507B - Ensure compliance with environmental considerations in a small domestic vessel
HLTFA301B - Apply first aid
TDMMB3107B - Organise maintenance and repairs on a small vessel
TDMMB3507B - Employ damage control techniques for hull damage
TDMMF407B - Maintain the operational condition of life-saving, fire-fighting and other safety systems
TDMMR207B - Use and maintain deck equipment and machinery
TDMMF4107B - Carry out engineering calculations related to maintenance and operations
TDMMR2407B - Operate and marine internal combustion engines and propulsion transmission systems
TDMMR2507B - Operate and maintain auxiliary machinery systems, including steering gear and refrigeration systems
TDMMR2607B - Operate, test and maintain and marine electrical and control equipment
TDMMR6207A - Carry out basic welding, brazing, cutting and machinery operations on a coastal vessel
TDMMU507B - Ensure compliance with environmental considerations in a small domestic vessel
Can't find the form you are looking for or need more help? Contact the Recognition Desk.